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Dragons Rise as Clouds Gather

• Chinese infosec market has more 
than doubled over the last five 
years

• Growing nearly three times as fast 
as globally (~8%)
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Dragons Rise as Clouds Gather

• Chinese infosec market has more 
than doubled over the last five 
years

• Growing nearly three times as fast 
as globally (~8%)

• Mature security research community

• Collecting top prizes in global 
competitions. 

• First overseas DEFCON - in Beijing



Dragons Rise as Clouds Gather

• With growth and global integration, 
tensions have also started to rise 
(again) 

• Cyber Balkanisation in trade and 
regulation

• Zero-day nationalism from industry

• Zero-day regulation?



Dragons Rise as Clouds Gather
• Share from my working (and playing) 

in the chinese security community

• How Chinese hackers identify in 
Chinese culture and how hacker 
culture integrates into a more 
collective society

• Even those who encounter them only 
as opposition may benefit from this 
background - “Know your Enemy”

• No (more) Art of War quotes



Introduction

• Worked in IT Security since mid 90s in Finance and 
Telcommunications. 

• Penetration testing and security research for 10 years. 

• Worked for Huawei in Shenzhen from 2014 to 2017  

• Organiser for the DEFCON group in Shenzhen 

• Now a product security specialist, focussed on RF



Why China?

• 2011 - Building “Threat Intelligence” Capability

• Despite external attacks, there were many more internal attacks

• An undeveloped industry with few local pen-testing companies

• Opportunity calls…



Why China?

• Met Blue Lotus CTF team and their sponsors at DEFCON 21

• Later in 2013 I visited Tsinghua, and spent some time with the 
Beijing security scene.

• PCI compliance, anyone?  

• Ok. How about third-party app stores?  

• Uncertainly about legality of pentesting

• Online disclosure and community platform - Wooyun



After Snowden

• Change started June 2013 with the 
revelation NSA had hacked Chinese 
Telcos and Tsinghua University


• March 2014 revelations of NSA 
Huawei hacks


• Insitigation of Cybersecurity 
Regulations



Black by Name

•  (Heike) is a loanword adopted 
mid 1990’s


• Does it mean “Dark Visitor”?


• Chinese words don’t take their 
meaning directly from the 
characters.


• But the component characters do 
contribute meaning.



Black by Name

•  from its earliest form was linked with 
illegality


• Originally a pictograph showing a face 
tattooed for punishment


• Strong connection with illegality

•  - Illegal taxi


•  - Gang 


•  - Underground


•  - Illegal worker


•  - Black market


•  - Smugglers ship



Black by Name

•  - Replacing  with  (red) 
adopted by nationalistic hackers after 
Belgrade Bombing and 2001 spy plane 
collision.

• Hàikè  (  - “shocking”) is mainly 
used in Taiwan.  Some attempts to use 
this like “cracker” in the mainland. 

• Black hat , White hat 



Heroes by Occupation

• The second character  brings deeper 
meaning.


• Commonest meaning is visitor or 
guest, and passenger or customer - 
hence “black visitor”.


• But also can mean someone with a 
certain pursuit or occupation. 


•  Chuàngkè  - Maker


•  Cìkè - Assassin 



Heroes by Occupation

“Hacker masters must also be Wuxia 
lovers, travelling invincibly in two 
worlds with the same unreality and 
beauty ... sitting in front of a 
computer alone, watching thousands 
lines of data flowing on the screen 
like waterfalls, like shooting stars ... 
every break-in is like performing the 
most wonderful music sung in the 
rivers and lakes.”


 - Hacker-X-files X 2007 Vol. 10



Rivers and Lakes
• “Rivers and Lakes” ( -Jiānghú) evokes 

remote regions, beyond government 
control.  


• In Wuxia, describes the martial arts 
"scene".  The knowledge, codes and 
relationships that define the 
counterculture. 


• These relationships are organised by 
formal challenges where the skills of 
individuals is tested to establish the 
supremacy of their school



Heroes by Occupation

• Influenced and/or reinforced by the 
Matrix being titled " " (Hacker 
Empire) in China



Xiake - 
• Chinas “first historian” Sīmǎqiān devotes a 

whole chapter to these “wandering knights” 


• Their traits are: altruism, justice, 
individualism, loyalty, courage, truthfulness, 
disregard for wealth and desire for glory


• Valued individual capability and loyalty over 
traditional family connections and political 
status


• Represent a stream of individualism from 
the earliest days of Chinese culture



Xiake and Authority
• The Xiake were not popular with the 

political classes. Simaqian starts his 
chapter with a quote from Han Fei - The 
Five Vermin



Xiake and Authority
• The Xiake were not popular with the 

political classes. Simaqian starts his 
chapter with a quote from Han Fei - The 
Five Vermin

• Han Fei among other Legalists were a 
strong influence on the first emperor, Qin 
Shi Huang.  

• Credited with strengthening the Qin 
kingdom above the other warring states 
to establish the first Chinese empire

“These are the customs of a disordered 
state: Its scholars praise the ways of the 
former kings and imitate their humaneness 
and rightness, put on a fair appearance 
and speak in elegant phrases, thus 
casting doubt upon the laws of the time 
and causing the ruler to be of two 
minds…. Its swordsmen gather bands of 
followers about them and perform deeds 
of honor, making a fine name for 
themselves and violating the prohibitions 
of the five government bureaus.”


 - Han Feizi Wudu - )



“Hero”, Zhang Yimou (2002) 



Legalism
• Legalism was never quite as powerful in imperial china as under the 

first dynasty.


• Established patterns of government that continued in later dynasties, 
though diluted by neo-confucianism and buddhist influence. 


• In the 20th century experienced a major resurgence with nationalist 
and communist thought.  Notable under Mao, and more recently 
under Xi Jinping 



Xiake and Wuxia
• Many classic chinese texts draw on Xiake 

characters.


• Wǔxiá fiction developed at the end of the 
last Qing dynasty, incorporating kung fu 
and martial arts.


• Wǔxiá grew in popularity after the May 4th 
movement in 1919.  Many in china were 
despairing of traditional Chinese philosophy


• Attracted to the individualism and freedom 
of the XiaKe.



“Hero”, Zhang Yimou (2002) 



“Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon”, And Lee (2000) 



Wax on, Wax off



Wax on, Wax off

Diligence is the path up the mountain 
of books.  Hard work is the boat for 
the endless sea of knowledge.


 - Han Yu, Tang dynasty (8thC) Neo-Confucian 



Wax on, Wax off
• National College Entrance Examination - 

the Gāokǎo


• Crucial for determining a students future 
prospects


• Desire for fairness emphasises 
measurability


• Pressure of competition and the cruciality 
results in teaching the exam not the 
subjects



“There is no Why!”
• Mastery of method. Very effective at executing detailed 

instructions.


• Extends into Chinese management style. What has been 
termed an “Engineering Style” of management.


• The big picture belongs to the leader, and little context is 
expected by the lower levels. “There is no why!”  


• From school through work, this frustrates the individual 
creative thinkers. 



From Anhui
• Out of half a million people sitting the Gaokao in 

Anhui, just 50 would get into Tsinghua university.


• Didn’t own a computer until University, where he 
soon won a place in Tsinghua’s CTF team


• Grown from 5 to 50 to 150 in 3 years.


• Small core of bright, creative individuals, wider 
team of committed hard workers


• This works well with vulnerability hunting and 
software development



Art and Technique
• Strong artistic skills, but poor technical skills results in 

some brilliant photographs, but not much success.  


• Strong technical skills, but without an eye for 
composition or much imagination leads to well 
executed but boring images.


• Techniques can be learned, and the art can be 
described technically and imitated, but nothing 
matches the output of instinctive practitioner with 
technical skills



Art of Hacking
• Awareness of, or a curiosity about how technology is 

constructed.


• Capability to see deep beyond the interface, a fascination 
with understanding the constituent elements and how 
they have been assembled


• A delight in manipulating them to produce an astonishing 
result. 


• This is inevitably subversive because that same instinct 
views conventions of behaviour and legal structure in the 
same way.



Art and Technique

• Believe this Hacker instinct is as common among 
Chinese people as it is in the west


• Incompatibility with typical mainland approaches to 
education and management, so the capability is not 
nurtured or is self-censored.


• Still, what Chinese organisations lack in nurturing 
creative skill, they make up for by building teams which 
are effective in executing the technical tasks.



30,000 Engineers
• Feb 2011 Obama met over dinner with 

Silicon Valley leaders.

• Steve Jobs attended, just after leaving 
Apple on medical leave.



30,000 Engineers
• Feb 2011 Obama met over dinner with 

Silicon Valley leaders.

• Steve Jobs attended, just after leaving 
Apple on medical leave.

• Jobs told Obama that Apple employed 
700,000 factory workers in China, only  
because China had 30,000 engineers to 
support those workers. 

• They didn’t have to be Geniuses or have 
Ph.Ds. Jobs suggested they could be 
educated in trade schools



30,000 Engineers
• Demonstrates one success of the Chinese education system.


• Large numbers of well trained engineers.


• This also works in many white hat activities like vulnerability 
hunting,


• Very powerful in combination with the instinctive talent of a creative 
researcher.


• This is a factor in the success of Chinese hacking teams.



Not all Smooth Sailing
• Wooyun (Literally “black cloud”) 

founded in 2010 by Fang Xiaodun.


• July 2016, Fang Xiaodun and 9 other 
leaders taken in for questioning


• Report of a vulnerability in jiayuan.com, 
an online dating site


• The original vulnerability reporter 
detained for four months.


• Wooyun - still offline after nearly two 
years.

http://jiayuan.com
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• July 2016, Fang Xiaodun and 9 other 
leaders taken in for questioning


• Report of a vulnerability in jiayuan.com, 
an online dating site


• The original vulnerability reporter 
detained for four months.


• Wooyun - still offline after nearly two 
years.

http://jiayuan.com


Zero Day Nationalism?
• Mobile Pwn2Own Pacsec Tokyo, Tencent’s 

Keen Security lab owned the baseband in a 
Huawei Mate9


• Anxiety about process of disclosure 
through competitions


• A popular chinese phone at a Japanese 
competition didn’t help


• Tencent warned, others have self-regulated


• Only competitions have been excluded



DEFCON China
• First DEFCON outside of Las Vegas 

was held in Beijing


• Stateless by Design


• Note a transplant of Creative blend 
of DEFCON with recognisably 
Chinese conference style.


• 1300+ attendees, 22 mainstream 
talks, 9 villages.


• Commitment for at least two more.. Defcon China 2018



Dragons Rise as Clouds Gather
•  - Yun Qi Long Xiang


• Explain some context of the hacking 
community in china, and dynamics 
behind the growing success of the 
Chinese hackers


• Individual resistance that has been part 
of Chinese culture for as long as it has 
been experiencing authoritarian rule.


• Our opportunity to resist attempts to 
divide our hacker spirit along national 
boundaries.



Dragons Rise as Clouds Gather
Questions… 

@nullzebra 
peter@wesley.nu 

mailto:peter@wesley.nu

